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WAR, PEACE, AND DIPLOMACY IN THE NUMERI OF NICOLÒ D'ARCO

Nicolò D'Arco is not at present one of the best known neo-Latin poets of the Renaissance. Part of the reason is that for four and a half centuries after his death Nicolò's Numeri were only partially accessible, and then only with difficulty. Up to 1996, Nicolò's works existed in a few anthologies and minor manuscripts, in his lengthy autograph, and in three partial printings – the very rare incunable of Mantua 1546 and two eighteenth century editions, those of the brothers Volpi and of Zaccaria Betti. In 1996 the situation changed completely, with the publication of Mariano Welber's critical edition of all of Nicolò's Numeri, mainly on the basis of the autograph.

Nicolò D'Arco certainly deserves to be better known, and he may well become so in the wake of Welber's edition. Nicolò was dedicated throughout his life to the composition of his Numeri, which he revised constantly, and almost obsessively, up to the last period of his life, and his neo-Latin verses display an extraordinary fluency and virtuosity. Nicolò also employed a very large number of classical Latin metres: hexameter, elegiac, lyric of many types, and iambic; and he deployed these metres in the composition of virtually every possible type of minor poem. For example – and these categories are neither mutually exclusive nor complete – he composed catalogues on single classical models and on blends of classical models, student poems, commissioned poems, love-poems, bucolics, eulogies, encomia, indecent pieces, poems on nature, epitaphs, hymns to saints, laments for the dead, epigraphy, occasional poems, satirical pieces and iambic 'hate-poems', as well as poetic addresses to many individual friends. Welber's edition of the Numeri assembles no fewer that 412 separate items.

Welber's edition has made an outstanding contribution to the accessibility and comprehensibility of Nicolò and his Numeri. But the poet and his work nevertheless continue to present serious problems. Nicolò's birth-date remains debatable, with the rival proposals (1479 and 1492/3) separated by no less than thirteen years. Much of Nicolò's life is also still obscure, and the textual tradition of his Numeri is so complex, and it involves so many layers of authorial intervention, that no authoritative text is ever likely to be arrived at. Paradigmatically the existence of

2 Giovanni Frati and Stefano Laureo (eds.), Nicolai Archii Comiti Numeri (Venetiano Buitinelli, Mantova 1546); F. Volpi (ed.), Hieronymi Fracastori Veronensis, Adami Foscari Canonicus Veronensis, et Nicolai Archii Comitis Carminum Edition II, 2 volumes, (Venetia, Tuscan 1739); Zaccaria Betti (ed.), Nicolai Archii Comitis Numerorum Libri IV. Quarto ex codice Autographo usque primum pravis (Marco Moreni, Verona 1762).
3 I numeri di Nicolò d'Arco, ed. M. Welber, Trento 1996, from which all quotations of the Numeri in this paper are derived.
4 Cf. Welber, vii-xxiv.
Nicolò’s autograph manuscript containing the bulk of his work is the main obstacle to achieving an authoritative text. This manuscript contains alterations which sometimes conflict with, and some of which may postdate, the Mantua edition of 1546 and we cannot be certain under what circumstances the Mantua edition was produced. But Nicolò and his work will continue to attract scholarly attention despite these difficulties. Apart from their intrinsic quality many of his poems are of considerable historical interest in that they are often addressed to, or refer to, important contemporaries and acquaintances of the poet.

This paper falls into two main sections: it will first examine some of those poems of the Numeri which handle the themes of war and peace; and second it will look at one important poem of the Numeri in which, so it is argued, Nicolò is practising diplomacy. All the poems discussed reflect Nicolò’s background as a courtier and as an imperial subject. Nicolò’s family, the Conti D’Arco, whose original landholdings lay at Arco in the Trentino, had strong hereditary connections with the Empire. They also had long-established links of kinship with, and loyalty to, the Gonzaga Marquises (subsequently Dukes) of Mantua. The Gonzaga connections became even closer when Nicolò’s father Odorico was granted Mantuan citizenship in 1489 for himself and his descendants; and the family possessed various estates and properties in Mantuan territory. Peace, war and diplomacy were part of the fabric of the lives of Nicolò and his patrons and superiors, and they inevitably became part of the fabric of his Numeri. Nicolò’s pronouncements in these areas give us a clear picture of his political and social loyalties, and they also underscore some of the propagandist uses to which neo-Latin poetry could be put in this period. It is worth recalling that the subjects of the ‘Holy Roman (i.e. German) Empire’ included large numbers of speakers of Romance, Germanic and Slavic languages, and smaller numbers of speakers of other languages (e.g. Hungarian). No single vernacular language could be used to communicate with all these groups. But a neo-Latin poet could speak to all the educated, and hence influential, members of all these groups, a fact which explains the manifestly commissioned nature of many of Nicolò D’Arco’s political poems. Diplomacy in the Numeri takes the form of cultural diplomacy. In an article published in 1995 I argued that certain of the Numeri show Nicolò participating in a cultural and diplomatic offensive on the part of the Gonzagas of Mantua directed towards acquiring and retaining goodwill and political allegiance in Verona. Up to 1517 Verona had been imperial and it was closely linked to Mantua. Its governor before 1517 was a neighbour and friend of Nicolò – also from the Trentino – Bernardo Cles. However, following the peace of Brussels of 1516, Verona ceased to be imperial and was transferred to Venice in 1517. Nicolò, so my earlier paper suggested, had Veronese contacts before the transference, and he subsequently attempted on behalf of the Gonzagas of Mantua to undermine the transference by continuing to cultivate influential citizens of Verona.

In the latter half of the present paper the topic of cultural diplomacy will recur, and it will be proposed that another, major poem of the Numeri represents a similar diplomatic feeler on behalf of Nicolò’s Mantuan and imperial patrons towards certain elements in the Neapolitan kingdom.

But first a sample of Nicolò’s pronouncements on war and peace. Nicolò’s own personal military career was neither extended nor eventful. Gianmaria Mazzucchelli attributed various early activities to Nicolò; he recounted how Nicolò started his career as a page at the court of the Emperor Frederic, and then commanded a cavalry detachment under Wolfgang Fürzęnburch before taking part in 1525 in the Peasants’ War in support of his neighbour and friend, Bernardo Cles. Nicolò’s Austrian court service is otherwise unmentioned, as is his cavalry command. These were doubtless family traditions which perhaps originated in the belief that Nicolò was born in 1479. His family may well have asked themselves whether he had really spent the first forty or so years of his life as a student! In fact No. 90 Welber shows that Nicolò experienced some sort of ‘call to arms’ during his student days at Pavia, and it also shows Nicolò expressing a desolation of war:


Ah percat bellum. percat quoque miles iure
vastatum miserum qui petit Italiani!
Si non bella foret, nescio a quit venire,
 nec invidius me absens exaurire certa

(11-14)

Nicolò may have participated in the Peasants’ War of 1525, but no subsequent military experiences are attested for him.

As well as being no great soldier, Nicolò was not an original thinker about peace and war. His themes are few and they are manifestly commonplace. Just how commonplace they are is shown by Nicolò’s occasional ability to substitute the name of one patron for that of another: for example in Welber No. 227, as published in the Mantua edition of 1546, King Ferdinando’s right hand man is Leonhart von Vola (41-2); but the same poem in Nicolò’s autograph manuscript makes the King’s right hand man Bernardo Cles! Another entire poem had two different addressees at
different stages of its development: No. 313 Welber, as printed by Welber from the autograph manuscript, is a laudation of Alfonso Avalos, but in the Mantua edition the same poem appears, with a number of alterations, as an encomium of Ferdinand Gonzaga, vicerey of Sicily. Despite the level of generalization which made such substitutions possible, it is clear that poetry of this type was sought after and prized by powerful men. It must at least have played an important, and perhaps even an essential, role in the self-imaging of the mighty, particularly of the Emperors and the Dukes of Mantua. When German Emperors are lauded by Nicolo, the fact that many of the standard themes deployed in his encomia originated in the literary portraiture of ancient Roman emperors will doubtless have given them added attraction.

Nicolo’s leading commonplace theme in the area of war and peace is that the military prowess of the divinized Duke or Emperor assures peace for his own city or empire. Thus Duke Federico of Mantua is identified without preamble as ‘Mars’ in a six-line epigram of Nicolo (No. 3 Welber) which celebrates the Gonzagas’ Palace of Te at Mantua, with its famous paintings of Mars and Venus. The Venus of Te (Theia Venus), speaks and she declares: Mars meus hic (i.e. at Te) habitat (4). An expanded version of this same commonplace – in which Duke Federico’s martial accomplishments make him the protector of Mantua – is twice highlighted in a longer boccal piece (No. 10 Welber) which was also part of the Gonzagas’ diplomatic offensive towards Verona. In this poem the citizens of Verona, now lost to the Empire, lament the ruin of their own city while congratulating Mantua on its peace and safety, assured by the martial valour of Duke Federico:

Mantua, Federico, pulchererrima, princeps gaudeas
cuius amor laete equitatus
nuncime tuae partis, nec serio obsit xeris Martis.

Tu vero quae magnuminus sub principi tuae
Mantua, cui res est ampliis Minerviae umbos,
cuius ab Oceano comes non cum a sidera noster est,
qui quotiens servis aeques divalam scriptum ars.

Mars pater haec palam cedit cursumque flagellumque,
ocia lenta dita tenens et pace fruatur,
nulla dei meliore et nica potestibus amnis.

The praises of peace are more explicit and more sustained in a poem with at least one line missing at its beginning (No. 16 Welber).

(***)
Sperato et mulo tempora sperare mero
conspecta ut ventura detur bona signa
utque viribus medio palmae gemma tumet.
Bella etiam procul hinc, procul hinc sint bella: nec euntes
clavica nec somnum formidibus fugent.

Mars pater, super patriae: frater bella fugatus,
nec nulla in nostro telo sonent lateres;
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hoc tonitru quoqu nocte venit nullus arma minaret,
significet nullas striae violenta minas:
aut modo si bellum pertendere omne tibi,
nos frustra immittis pertinues.velis.
Bella alii insegant, nos pac tranquilla quieta
da prata necat deficiente metu.
Tunc tempus ante tua manibus1 victima postes
et loquit ante tua mystica verba pedes.

1: mauro ed Welber; 4: enses ed. Welber

It is particularly unfortunate that this poem, which contains an extensive treatment of the theme of peace, and in which even Mars is asked to chase off savage war (6), completely lacks a context. Its initial references to wine (1) and Bacchus (Lycaeus, 2) might suggest that it was conceived for a celebratory occasion such as a birthday10, but this can only be a guess.

Another piece (No. 207 Welber) is much more ambitious, in that it attempts to be a full-scale and exhaustive encomium of Duke Federico of Mantua as a soldier. Sixty-four lines are found in the autograph and seventy-five lines in the Mantua edition. The occasion for this encomium is Federico’s participation as a defender at the siege of Pavia in 1525 by a French and Swiss army under the French king Francis I. The praises of Federico are again conventional: Federico is handsome and therefore attractive to the females of Pavia (10-17), he is unshakeable and foremost in battle (24), and he is undaunted by hunger, lack of sleep, heat and cold (25-29). Child and glory of Mars as he is (27), Federico inspires his men by carrying out the tasks of a common soldier (33-6), with meagre forces he saves those entrusted to him and routs the enemy (37-40), and finally he fills the temples (i.e. the churches) with dedicated spoils (41-2). These topoi are standard in encomia from antiquity on, but Nicolo’s lively and fluid verses render them palatable. Moreover at line 43 contemporary concerns appear, and these would instantly have enhanced the poem’s interest for its first audience. Nicolo speculates that the Emperor will take Federico with him on a campaign against the Turks in which Federico will recapture Rhodes (which had fallen to the Turks in 1522) and will avenge the death at the hands of the Turks of the young king Lewis of Hungary in 1526 at the battle of Mohacs (45-52). The question of contemporary concerns in the Numeri will recur in this paper. For the moment it may be noted in passing that commonplaces and reality intersect here in a way which should temper any modern tendency to regard renaissance commonplaces like these as mere commonplaces.

Encomium of German Emperors in the Numeri follows the same general lines as the encomium of Federico, although it perhaps places more emphasis on the military
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triumphs of the laudans than on the blessings of peace. The brief (28 line) No. 37 Welber (Ditò Cesare) addresses the Emperor Maximilian: he is to extend the Empire, to conquer the Turks, to become universal rule, and to live a long and happy life. Niccolò imagines Maximilian's future Roman-style triumph accompanied by his own future poetry celebrating the Emperor. This last theme, namely that of the celebratory verses which will greet military victories, is also common in the Numeri, and it will be discussed again later. But on this occasion Niccolò withdraws in Propertian fashion, declaring himself barred from it. No. 37 Welber is thus purely militaristic and triumphal. No. 236 Welber has as its honorand the Emperor Charles V, the successor to Maximilian, and it contains a similar prophecy about Charles. It starts as an adventus poem for Charles' arrival in Italy in 1532 after helping to frustrate the siege of Vienna by the Turks under Sulaiman I. In Italy nature welcomes Charles, but Niccolò's verses quickly turn to predicting Charles' future victories over the Turks, his recovery of Rhodes, and his annexation of the Turkish realms. A comparably aggressive attitude is expressed in a poem with completely different content. This is No. 74 Welber, an eight-line piece addressed ad Germanos, which urges the youth of the Empire to die a glorious and honored death in battle. Niccolò also pursued this theme at great length in No. 186 Welber, an elegiac prosopopeia of 174 lines in which Luigi Gonzaga, whose nickname was Rhodomonte, speaks posthumously to his wife about his own heroic deeds and death. However Niccolò does not shun completely in the imperial sphere the notion that the heroic deeds in war guarantee peace for his subjects. No. 214 Welber, again addressed to Charles V, also foregrounds the notion that the great warrior is the restorer of peace:

Invicta Caesar, quo ferox auspice
tandem arma Mansos Itala desinit
vastata terrenos per annos
com minas Reale nana (1-4)

3: agros ed. Welber

There follow, of course, the usual martial topoi: triumphs, defeated kings, celebratory songs, lands added to the Empire, future conquests (5-12). But the main thrust of this lyric is the Emperor's protection of his threatened subjects from the Turks (13-32).

As well as his own Duke and the successive Emperors Maximilian and Charles, Niccolò freely lauds other major military figures in the same terms, for example the Marquis of Vasto Alfonso Avalos, and the Emperor Charles' brother, Ferdinando, King of the Romans. Avalos played a part in the decisive battle of Pavia in 1525, which for a time brought an end to French interference in Italy, and in the short No. 295 Welber Avalos is praised in purely militaristic mode, as he was in the longer No. 313 Welber, later rededicated to the viceroy of Sicily (above). Ferdinando receives a long lyric ode (92 lines – No. 227 Welber) composed in similar language in honor of his victorious part in preserving Vienna from siege by the Turks in the years 1529-32. This last poem brings us back to that other aspect of Niccolò's martial verse mentioned earlier which enlivens the commonplace nature of much of his martial content, namely his references to particular historical events and personalities. While many of Niccolò's bellicose pieces are admittedly couched in general terms, he does sometimes write in highly concrete fashion about specific contemporary events. This is a notable feature of the prosopopeia already mentioned (No. 186 Welber), that of the dead Luigi Gonzaga, son of Ludovico Gonzaga, under his pseudonym Rhodomonte. Luigi was born in 1500 and died in 1532 of a wound received at the siege of Vicovaro. In this prosopopeia Luigi mentions his exploits in Tuscany, his part in taking Ancona from the papal forces, and his capture of Vicovaro where he received his fatal wound (69-74). He also urges his wife to remain faithful to him after his death, and so to follow the example of Vittoria Colonna (29-38). Similarly in No. 227 Welber (already discussed) Ferdinando's campaigns are recorded in some detail (9-12; 49-80).

The classicizing language and allusions of Niccolò's Numeri and their high level of topical content should therefore not blind us to the fact that Niccolò was writing about matters of vital daily interest to his contemporaries. This was a time when Europe was seriously threatened by renewed aggression from the East, and when divisions among the European powers were being skilfully exploited by the Ottoman Sultans. The main, and indeed only, effective barrier to Turkish expansion was now the Empire, which was greatly reinforced when Charles V became Emperor in 1517. Charles united in his person the crown of Spain and the Imperial crown, and so was able to bring to bear against the Turks the combined military strength of both realms. Niccolò was first and foremost an imperial noble, and the aspirations of the Empire were his aspirations; and many of his poems which we might read as skilfully phrased aggregations of commonplaces must have struck deeper resonances among his contemporaries because of the great events to which they refer.

A third element of contemporary relevance in some of those Numeri which have war and peace as one of their themes consists in their very specific references to the circumstances of Niccolò or his addressees. This occurs not so much in poems dedicated to Niccolò's Duke and Emperors, as in those devoted to individuals with whom Niccolò had genuine personal relationships. For example No. 203 Welber celebrates the return of Bernardo Cles from a campaign with Ferdinando, King of

11 On his identity, see below.
12 DH 4, Rome 1962, 612-16.
the Romans, on the Empire's northern frontier. Nicolò deploys some of the commonplaces of welcome poetry; then he attributes his own peaceful leisure to the safety afforded him by the military activity of Bernardo and he expresses his intention of writing a poem in praise of Ferdinando's exploits. These latter two concepts are, of course, the very topos which appear with greatest frequency in the Numeri in contexts of war and peace. But Nicolò particularizes them here, first in his description of the specific campaign from which Bernardo has returned, and then in the way in which he characterizes the expected fruit of his own ocaia:

nunc Sarchie propi titus amoenum,

dum nitidus fulgit soles, dum vere tepeni

auriculam caput exerit arbor,

al Fatehoni fregio virtutis Gelone,
quique bidenti tenuim Chouspem,

ad purum Italiae referam post trinia bella

Caesarius auspiciis quieter

(15-24)

The commonplaces are located in the particular setting of the river Sarca, which flows through Arco and which is a key motif in Nicolò's poetry - so much so that he wrote of himself (and others wrote of him) as 'pastor Sarchie'15. The river Sarca is doubly apposite in this context: Bernardo came from Cles, and was thus also a neighbour of Nicolò; and the river Sarca rises in a mountainous area near Cles. In another welcome poem (No. 204 Welber) Nicolò greets as a visitor Paulo Giovio16, an old friend from his days as a student at Pavia (2-5). Nicolò mentions Giovio's work celebrating the Emperor Charles' campaign of 1532 in Hungary against the Turks (Commentario de le cose de' Turchi), a work first published in 1532 and then republished in Latinized form as the Belli Partichi Commentaria in 1538:

Annales vel lae laboriosis,
illustres legio formitas virisque
quo das perpetuo manreet saceo
praetra in monumenta posteriorum.

Quanta, Jupiter, arte, quo lobre
puerium legi Particium incultum

Nam Germania te modo et Vienne
viderat ina maximis parantem

certum scribere Caesarius triumphum

victoremque tuus sacriui chartis.

(11-20)

The specification that Giovio has only begun to compose his celebration of Charles' campaign dates this poem to 1532. But, before mentioning the Commentario, Nicolò lays heavy emphasis on Giovio's Clarissimorum Virorum

15 No. 305.2 Welber; cf. also 71.4;ff.; 138.3;4; 226.1ff.; 227.89-92; 228.11-12; 238.27-8 Welber.


Elogia, first published from 1546 on, Giovio made a collection of portraits of famous contemporaries, and he wrote laudatory verses to accompany each portrait. The portrait collection was eventually housed in the 'Museum' which Giovio constructed in his native Como between 1537 and 1543. But Giovio started his collection in 1520 and it is interesting that it had already reached such a level of celebrity by 1532 that Nicolò could assume that his readership was aware of it. Another particularizing laudation is No. 205 Welber, addressed to the poetess Veronica Gambani17. It too speaks of a poem on the Emperor's campaign which she has started (17ff.). But Nicolò also introduces personal details about Veronica - her cadelis lectum (13-14) and the spoils she will dedicate at her own river Mella (18-20). These details point discreetly to her well-known husband Gisberto da Corregio. Both Veronica's literary accomplishments, a signal, although not rare, qua lity of women of this period, and her famous husband and her separation from him by death are introduced to sharpen the reader's interest.

The topic of war and peace in the Numeri would not be complete without a brief mention of the remarkable sequence of poems devoted by Nicolò to the death of the Austrian imperial general Leonhart von Völs (Leonardus Velsius), Velsius, who had been praised by Nicolò in life too (No. 303 Welber).18 died in 1545, and the poem sequence mourning his death was possibly commissioned either by one of Velsius' military superiors or by his family. In one poem from the sequence (No. 380 Welber) Nicolò attempted to persuade Girolamo Fracastoro to add yet another commendation, a request which the Veronese poet prudently declined. Nicolò's memorial sequence for Velsius (Nos 367-386 Welber) contains no less than twenty separate pieces. With the exception of No. 367 Welber (42 lines) and No. 380 Welber (the 25 lines addressed to Fracastoro and seeking from him a poem on Velsius' death) they are all short. Indeed some may have been designed as candidates for the epitaph on Velsius' tomb in Vienna. But together they make up an impressive group.

The second part of this paper is concerned with cultural diplomacy. It will focus on No. 238 Welber (Ad Alexandrum Thienem), a poem which contains major references to two important literary contemporaries of Nicolò, Marcantonio Flaminio and Jacopo Sannazaro - the latter under his habitual pseudonym 'Syncreus'. Even if Nicolò himself were unworthy of study as a neo-Latin poet, the presence of Flaminio and Sannazaro in No. 238 Welber would call attention to it. Constraints of space rule out a discussion of the insights into early sixteenth century Italian literary circles which this poem may offer and the potentially fruitful questions which it raises about the genesis of the Mantua edition of Nicolò's Numeri. But questions can be asked about why Nicolò addressed Sannazaro, and
why he did so in such specific terms at the particular date of composition of the poem.

But first, to clear away a possible distraction, a few words about the addressee of No. 238 Welber: he is Alessandro Thiene, who, as the first lines of the poem tell us, possessed an estate at Cavriana in the territory of Mantua and was thus a neighbour of Nicolo. A little more about Alessandro Thiene can be recovered from No. 233 Welber, which is also addressed to him. That poem characterizes him as a sodalis of Nicolo (13), that is a friend from Nicolo’s student days, it mentions his great love of Ferrara and his residence at Verona, where he is said to have a girlfriend (9-12), and it stresses his great attractiveness to women (17-20)19. Alessandro was clearly a member of the Thiene family of Vicenza, Thiene being some 18 kilometres as the crow flies to the north of Vicenza. Indeed Alessandro is presumably to be identified as the father of Lavinia Thiene, who with her wife Laura erected for his daughter (and for her two parents) the famous ‘pyramid’ tomb in the Cathedral of Vicenza which is now believed to be the work of Giulio Romano, another dedicatee of Nicolo20. It is not clear why Alessandro Thiene was chosen by Nicolo as the addressee of this major poem. It may have had something to do with the connections between Thiene’s native Vicenza and Venice.

Next the presence of Flaminio21 and Sannazzaro22 in No. 238 Welber: Flaminio is present (29-36) for at least three reasons: first, his enormous literary prestige; second, his role as a friend, a poet addressee, and a poetic correspondent of Nicolo23; and third his Neapolitan links, both with the Accademia Pontiana, founded by Sannazzaro’s old literary patron Giovanni Pentano, and with the circle of Valdes.

19 Bett (n. 2) had no further information to offer about Alessandro Thiene. Angiolibrariano di Santa Maria (= Paolo Calvi), Biblioteca e Storia di quel gruppo cosi della Città come del Territorio di Vicenza che pervenne fin’ad oggi a notizia, 6 voll. (Vendramini Mosca, Vicenza 1772-1782), IV (1778) mentions three men called Thiene who are contemporaries of Alessandro, but no Alessandro Thiene. Bett did note that an Attilio Thiene was the second husband of Nicolo’s daughter, Emilia, but Bett does not record the relationship (if any) between this Attilio and our Alessandro.


21 For Flaminio in general, cf. esp. C. Maddison, Marzianino Flaminio: Poet, Humanist, Reformer, London 1965. For other dedications and references to him in the Numeri, cf. Nos 70.11, 215; 238; 335.11; 357.22 Welber.


The latter two factors made Flaminio a useful bridge and link to Sannazzaro, with whom Nicolo was acquainted.

Nicolo’s account of Sannazzaro (39-60) is more detailed and more interesting than has been realized. The American scholar Wilfred P. Mustard, in his edition with commentary of Sannazzaro’s Piscatorial Elegies24, quoted part of Nicolo’s eulogy of Sannazzaro (47-9), noting that: ‘there are specific allusions to Elegies ii, i, iro (17). But Mustard did not cite the lines (or line-numbers) of those portions of the Elegies to which Nicolo alludes; and he may not have grasped just how specific these allusions are, possibly because they come after a more generalized reference by Nicolo to Sannazzaro’s Arcadia. The details of Nicolo’s pointers to Sannazzaro and imitations of Sannazzaro are as follows:

1) 45-6: Tu canis Arcadici pastor pineta Lyceaei Sebethi proper flumina passis oves. Here the reference is to Sannazzaro’s vernacular Arcadia, where the river Sebethus is mentioned seven times25; but apparently there is no verbal allusion.

2) 47: scribis et oscura cantantem nocte Lyceonem: with this line compare Piscatorial Elegyes 2.7: Ipsa per obscuram medio arvae noctem. This eclogue, entitled Galatea, treats of the fisherman Lycon’s song to Galatea.

3) 48: dilectae defles Phyllis interitum: with this compare Piscatorial Elegyes 1.9: defleturis. This eclogue, entitled Phyllis, is a lament for the dead Phyllis (Pontano’s wife, Ariadne Sannaz).

4) 49: Prothea divino mulscentem carmine phocas: with this compare Piscatorial Elegyes 4.23: Mulescentemque suas divino carmine phocas. This eclogue, entitled Proteus, is an imitation of Virgil’s fourth eclogue. Proteus also plays an important role in Sannazzaro’s De Partu Virginis Book 3. Cf. also Piscatorial Elegyes 1.88: Quae Proteus quondam divina pectora vates.

5) 50: vertis et in salices pectora Natadum. Here there is a reference to Sannazzaro’s Salices, which is an account of the transformation of nymphs into willows.

6) S1-2: Virginis ut celebrat partum grautio cordulam/ codicis. Mantoi carmina Vergili. Here the reference is to Sannazzaro’s most famous poem, his De Partu Virginis.

24 Baltimore 1914. Mustard quotes Nicolo’s lines in a text ultimately derived from the incunable.

25 Sebathus also appears in Sannazzaro’s Piscatorial Elegies (1.105; 5.21).
the Mantua edition, we can note that in the autograph text there is no reference to Nicolò’s father Odorico, whereas the new lines 17-18 of the Mantua edition declare that Odorico was responsible for Nicolò’s unhappy love-life. The suspicion must be that Odorico was still alive when No. 238 Welber was first written. Hence Nicolò said nothing in his autograph about Odorico ruining his love-life. But Nicolò’s father was long dead by the time the Mantua edition was printed, and I suggest that the obscurities of the autograph version were then pointed out to Nicolò, who rectified them by providing the true reason why he had then been an unhappy lover. If that is correct, we can narrow the date of composition of No. 238 Welber to 1526-1528, since Odorico died in 1528.

So far two points have been argued: first that Nicolò was making detailed allusions to Sannazzaro and his works in No. 238 Welber, and second that Nicolò was doing this between 1526 and 1530, and probably between 1526 and 1528. These two points indicate that No. 238 Welber is not genre-fantastico to Sannazzaro out of mere goodwill and literary admiration – although these were both undoubtedly present – but that Nicolò is engaged in the same kind of diplomatic activity through poetry as was observed in connection with his poetic contacts with individuals in Verona. Sannazzaro was born in Naples in 1457 and he remained throughout his life intimately connected with Naples. His first patrons were the Angevin royal house of Naples and Giovanni Pontano. When the Neapolitan kingdom was conquered by the French and Spanish in temporary alliance, and when King Federico of Naples went into exile in France in 1501, he was followed by Sannazzaro. On Federico’s death in 1504 Sannazzaro returned to Naples and he spent the rest of his life there engaged in his literary work. The Emperor Charles V inherited the crown of Naples along with many other territories in 1516. Naples was particularly useful to Charles: he could raise there large sums of money from taxes which he could impose without the constitutional difficulties which impeded his fund-raising in most of his other dominions. But Charles’ claim to Naples was not undisputed. Precisely in the years 1525-1528 Naples was twice under attack by the French. It is hard to believe that by pure coincidence Nicolò was suddenly and uniquely moved to write so flatteringly to Sannazzaro at the very time when his imperial master was being threatened in the possession of his Neapolitan kingdom! This view is strengthened by the fact that in 1528, at the very time when the imperial occupation of Naples was under threat, Nicolò’s cousin, Gerardo D’Arco, was recruiting troops in Riva and Arezzo. What Nicolò hoped to achieve from his address to Sannazzaro is unclear: he may have been attempting no more than to elicit from Sannazzaro a favorable reply with which to enhance his own prestige and that of his patrons – and in any case the French threat to Naples was soon dispelled. On the other hand Nicolo may, by highlighting the Neapolitan poetry of Sannazzaro, have been trying to influence against the French those elements of the Neapolitan ruling classes which still looked back to the period

26 Sannazzaro’s estate Margellina was given to him in 1499 by king Federico II of Naples and became for him a symbolic poetic locus; cf. M. Deramare-B. Laschke, Marieni massa provincie ut tumulo. L’eglise et le tombeau de Jacques Sannazzaro, Revue de l’art 95, 1992, 25-40.
27 There is no evidence of other interest on Nicolò’s part in Sannazzaro, except for one (dubious) trelle, i.e. No. 217 Welber. Nicolò’s reference to the De Partu is simply to its title.
before 1498 as their golden age, and who may have seen the renewed aggression of the French against Naples from 1525 on as a replay of their invasion of 1498. In such cases cause and effect may not be traceable with the clarity we might wish. But the political aspects of neo-Latin poetry like that of Nicolò should never be neglected as they all too often are. The very fact that rulers were so eager to patronize neo-Latin poets and to create public occasions for the performance and promulgation of their works shows that some useful practical effects were anticipated. Conversely, the continued presence of the D’Arco family on their ancestral estates for hundreds of years after the death of Nicolò surely owes at least something to the literary services with which Nicolò provided for so many patrons and friends.
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El libro de Guido Avezzì – deliberadamente clar i senzí, però no pas elemental – és proposta de rensegar regularment el panorama del teatre tràgic adètics, des del 472, l’any dels Perses, fins a quan, amb les morts, les següades, d’Eurípides i de Sòfocles, es clou la gran età tràgica d’Atenes. L’estructura bastant airtica, però molt interessant, d’aquest text s’explica per la peculiaritat del seu origen: integrat inicialment en una obra de cuina enciclopèdica sobre la doctrina della civiltà letteraria grega e latina, publicada el 1998 per la tesi, ha acabat independentitzant, per sugeriment de Maria Grazia Ciani, en una versió renovada, per menjar vidi pròpia. Cal dir que, en aquesta nova versió, el text retrà el seus millors serveis com a obra de consulta freqüent, més que no pas en una lectura cursiva, com la que el present ressenyaria ha portat a terme; però aquesta última modulació de lectura no escau de cap manera d’interès i d’atració.

No és que no se’n açedessin alguns procedents d’obres annalístiques sobre la tragèdia grega (vold dir obres que destaquen la successió de les representacions any rere any), però no es geni nombroses. Els dos procedents més clars, i que de seguida passaran pel cap de qualsevol, són els grans llibres de Roger Goossens (Euripide et Athènes, Bruxelles 1962) i T.B.L. Webster (The Tragedies of Euripides, London 1967), però tant l’un com l’altre es liencen a Eurípides. Ambdós llibres li ens en com a A el fet de concódir guèrrits tant aconseguir a la pertrava preservada, Goossens, per la seva banda, reconstrueix de manera molt miquiana la història atenesa total al llarg del segle V, i s’arriba a trobar-li les més obscures i improbables al frons en els dramas eurípidics. Recorde-ho, per bé que alguna vegada a P. Vidal-Naquet que, independentment del valor que poguess tenir el llibre de Goossens per a la intel·lecció d’Eurípides (molt limitat, si he de manifestar el meu parer), li semblava una de les millors històries polítiques de l’Atenes clàssica. (Darrerament penso que ha mantingut aquest enunsisme, sense, tanmateix, renunciar-hi del tot, cf. P. Vidal-Naquet, Le nèveau brîal. Tragédie athénienne et politique, Paris 2002).

Si hom em demana el per què del meu interès per aquests mena de treballs, ho deia de respondre que, per començar, perquè se’n deriva una imatge del que era un autor tràgic adètics del segle V. A C. probablement molt més acord amb la realitat històrica que no la que tendien a estropellar d’avantures literàries i teatrals posteriors. Ningú no ignora, de fet, que la família d’Esquile fou pròxiga en descendències que seguint les peces del vell mestre de la tràgèdia, però no sempre es troba el punt d’aquestes significatives notícies. La fa molt anys que l’avui de Haur escriu: «...És ben sabido que en molts casos la professió de poeta tràgic, com la de ceramista, era hereutaria i se transmitia dentro d’a una família. Això ocorre en el cas de les tres grans tràgics i en d’altres ménys coneguts, com el de la família de Carcusa, que se prolonga al menys quatre generacions. El cas de la família d’Esquile és especialment llamentable per el número de poeta en ella essuperposicions [...]. Existeix una tradició cultural grega [...] que en cierto modo busta per aixamorar considerar qual-

quer obra [...] com producte d’una instrucció i un aprendizaje en un sentiment muy distants, mucho más condicionante de lo que dejan ver las tradiciones literarias en el mundo contemporaneo [...]. La existencia de un auténtico adiestramiento en la técnica del poeta tràgic que, dadas las condiciones y hábitos de la época, difícilmente pudo tomar una forma que no fuese menorític [...], memorizando sus versos uno por uno, aprendiendo un oficio que exigía una larga y dura preparación [...]» (F. J. De Hoz, La tragedia griega como oficio tradicional, Emeteria 1978, 189, 196 n. 1, etidem pp. 199-200).

Punts de vista similars també havien estat defensats (a propòsit, emperò, d’Arístofanes) per V-S. Debidir (Christophene, Paris 1962, 26): «...Y y avía de varios ateliers de comedia, que l’on trabajaban en común sur un fonds qui était à tous sans être à personne. L’aiime mettre au bien le pied à l’eneri...»

En un context com aquest, abans que els critics nordamericanos avancin, amb una expressió singular, encapçada per Harold Bloom, d’‘ingolba de les influències’, apareix clarament redimensionat. Una de les coses únits del llibre que comentem deu esser la Tabula 3, «Chronologia relativas de autores», (p. 58). Hi venim gràticament, a base de llíners clares i fosques, com s’encaravallen en un llapt de pocs anys les produccions dels tres grans tràgics grecs (i no només...